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IP Program Training Reimbursement FAQ 
Who is Public Partnerships?  
Public Partnerships or PPL is a fiscal intermediary for the Rhode Island IP program. We assist with 
enrollment of participants and PCAs, run payroll for working PCAs, and file employer/employee related 
taxes. 

Why am I getting a check from Public Partnerships?  
PPL is contracted with the 1199 Training Fund which allows for PCAs to be paid for pre-employment 
training – this includes mandatory orientation, advanced PCA training, First Aid, CPR, and COVID training 
(when applicable). Trainings taken through other vendors are not eligible for payment. 

How do I qualify for pre-employment training?  
All PCAs are required to take mandatory orientation, First Aid, and CPR certification. If these courses 
were taken with the 1199 Training Fund the PCA is eligible for payment for the hours devoted to training. 

If I accept this payment, am I required to work for a participant in RI IP program?  
Pre-employment training is required for your work with any participant in the program. Once you have 
completed the training you are eligible for payment. However, if your relationship with the participant does 
not continue you will still be paid and can work with another participant. 

If I accept this payment and I am hired by a participant, am I obligated to work for a 
certain amount of time?  
No. 

Will I get a W-2 from Public Partnerships next year?  
Yes. 

I took the training, but I did not get paid, why not? Who do I call so I can get paid? 
1199 Training Fund will notify PPL of PCAs that have taken training and how many hours of training were 
taken. If it has been more than a month since you took the training and you have not been paid, please 
contact the 1199 Training Fund. 

What is the payment schedule?  
Payments will be made monthly and an ongoing payroll schedule will be published on ppl.com. 

Can I get paid by direct deposit?  
If you have already received direct deposit payment from PPL the payment for training will be made as 
direct deposit as well. If you have not received payment from PPL your payment will be a mailed paper 
check. 

I took the training and have moved; how do I get my payment at the new address?  
If any of your personal information has changed please contact PPL Customer Service at 1-833-976-
1856. 

Can I get paid for training without being associated to a participant in RI IP?  
Yes, if you are signing up for PPL Connect you will still be paid for pre-employment training. 

Are all trainings paid for?  Any training after employment paid for?  
The only payments for which a PCA can be reimbursed are the mandatory orientation, advanced PCA 
training, First Aid, CPR, and COVID (when applicable) taken through the 1199 Training Fund. 
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